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Abstract—Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), most
often present in childhood, may persist in adult life, hamper-
ing personal development. However, ADHD diagnosis is a real
challenge since it highly depends on the clinical observation
of the patient, the parental and scholar information, and the
specialist expertise. Despite demanded objective diagnosis aids
from biosignals, the physiological biomarkers lack robustness
and significance under the non-stationary and non-linear elec-
troencephalographic dynamics. Therefore, this work presents a
supported diagnosis methodology for ADHD from the dynamic
characterization of EEG based on hidden Markov models (HMM)
and probability product kernels (PPK). Relying on the impulsivity
symptom, the proposed approach trains an HMM for each subject
from EEG signals at failing rewarded inhibition tasks. Then,
PPK measures the similarity between subjects through the inner
product between their trained HMMs. Therefore, a support
vector machine supports ADHD diagnosis as a classification task
using PPK as the inner product operator. Results in a real EEG
dataset evidence that the proposed approach achieves an 90.0%
accuracy rate, outperforming log-likelihood features as baseline
HMM-based features. Besides, achieving such an accuracy at the
highest reward level supports that ADHD patients seem to be
particularly sensitive to the reward presence when they execute
specific tasks.

Keywords–Attention deficit and hyperactiviy disorder; Hidden
Markov models; Electroencephalography; Time-Series similarity

I. INTRODUCTION

As a neuropsychiatric disorder, Attention Deficit and Hy-
peractivity (ADHD) onsets on childhood inducing learning
problems, low self-esteem, and substance use in adoles-
cence [1]. Usually, ADHD diagnosis relies on information
collected by family members and teachers and clinical observa-
tion. However, the analysis depends on the specialist expertise,
leading to high misdiagnosis rates [2]. To find a more specific
and sensitive diagnosis, strategies integrating biomarkers and
regular scientific assessments are required [3].

In an attempt to describe reliable biomarkers for ADHD
identification, current researches rely on the brain physiolog-
ical response assessed through electroencephalography (EEG)
to better understand neuropathologies [4]. For instance, the
theta-beta power ratio (TBR) contrasts slow waves (4-7 Hz)
and fast waves (13-30 Hz), under the assumption of more
powerful slow waves in ADHD than in controls on resting
state. Another proposed physiologically interpretable EEG
feature corresponds to the P300 that expects a latency larger
than the typical 300 ms after a stimulus is presented with
lower amplitudes in ADHD subjects. Also, the error-related

negativity (ERN) wave, evoked between 50-100 milliseconds
at the frontal-central region when incorrect responses occur,
has been considered to characterize ADHD children based
on the impulsivity symptom [5]. Despite their physiological
ground, recent works challenge the robustness and significance
of TBR, P300, and ERN as ADHD biomarkers under the
non-stationary and non-linear temporal dependencies of the
EEG [6]–[8].

For coping with temporal dependencies, dynamic stochastic
tools turn out to be more appropriate. Particularly, hidden
Markov models (HMM) unravel temporal dynamics of time
series by approximating the transition probability from a latent
state to another, assuming a parametric distribution on the
observed signal [9]. As an advantage, HMMs allow classifying
signals with varying lengths by training an individual model
per class and labeling a new signal according to the maxi-
mum a posteriori probability (MAP) criterion [10]. Another
approach considers the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence be-
tween HMMs to feed distance-based classifiers [11]. However,
KL divergence lacks a closed-form solution for HMMs, result-
ing in expensive Monte Carlo approximations [12]. Besides,
the KL divergence does not satisfy the triangular inequality and
symmetry properties required for the distance that parameter-
izes the classifier [13]. Dealing with these two last issues, the
stationary cumulative distribution function of HMMs fulfills
the distance properties [14]. Despite the cumulative functions
can be directly compared over the observation space span, it
is designed for unidimensional observations only [15].

Aiming to support ADHD diagnosis from EEG, this work
proposes a classification methodology that assesses the simi-
larity between time-series using the probability product kernel
(PPK) between their corresponding HMM. In this regard, PPK
gathers the affinity of all jointly observable sequences through
the Bhattacharya distance between two HMMs [16]. Since
introduced PPK behaves as an inner product in the space of
probability distributions, it feeds a support vector machine
that performs the classification of new EEG. We evaluate
the proposed approach in the supported diagnosis of ADHD
children, using EEG signals recorded while performing a
cognitive paradigm magnifying the impulsivity symptom. The
paradigm, termed Reward Stop-Signal Task (RSST), allows
evaluating the classification results at three different rewards
and two reward displaying orders. The comparison of the
proposed PPK-based against the Log-likelihood-based features
demonstrates that PPK improves the average classification
accuracy while reducing the standard deviation.
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The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the
proposed similarity between time series with PPK approach.
Section 3 presents the experimental setup, explaining the
considered EEG dataset, the HMM training, and parameter
tuning. Section 4 focuses on the attained supported diagnosis
results. Finally, Section 5 discusses the main findings and
proposes a future work.

II. SIMILARITY BETWEEN TIME SERIES

Let a set of N time series X={XXX i∈RD×Ti}N
i=1 where

each XXX i={xxxi0,xxxi1, · · · ,xxxiTi} corresponds to an ordered sequence
of Ti vector-valued observations xxxit∈RD belonging to a D-
dimensional Euclidean space. A single Hidden Markov Model
(HMM) describes the stochastic behavior of each XXX i by
finding the sequence of hidden states qqqi={qi0,qi1, . . .qiTi} that
maximizes the likelihood p(XXX i|qqqi,θi), with qit∈{1, . . . ,M} as
one of M possible states. θi comprises the following parameters
of the i-th HMM:

• The initial state probability distribution
πππ=[πm=p(q0=m)], πππ∈[0,1]M with constraint
∑

M
m=1 πm=1.

• The state transition probability distribution
AAA=[amn=p(qt=m|qt−1=n)],AAA∈[0,1]M×M , constrained
by ∑

M
m=1 amn=1.

• The emission probability density function that is con-
sidered as Gaussian p(xxxt |qt=m)=N(xxxt |µµµm,ΣΣΣm), for
m∈{1, . . . ,M}.

To learn the parameter set θi, the Expectation-
Maximization algorithm maximizes the likelihood in a
two-step iterative way: The E-step estimates the most likely
sequence of hidden states qqqi, and the M-step updates θi from
the state posterior marginals.

Then, the similarity between a pair of time series XXX i,XXX j
can be assessed through the corresponding HMMs with pa-
rameters θi,θ j using the probability product kernel between
distributions (PPK) [16]:

κ(XXX i,XXX j):=
〈

p(XXX |θi), p(XXX |θ j)
〉

L2
=
∫

p(XXX |θi)p(XXX |θ j)dXXX (1)

where 〈·, ·〉L2
stands for the inner product in the space of

probability functions, and the integral accounts for all potential
observable sequences.

Taking into account the factorization of the HMMs, Equa-
tion (1) can be approximated for a given sequence length T as
in Algorithm 1, where ψmn∈R corresponds to the inner product
between the observation pdfs from states m and n, which for
two Gaussians N(xxx|µµµm,ΣΣΣm) and N(xxx|µµµn,ΣΣΣn) is computed in a
closed form as [17]:

ψmn=〈p(xxx|qm), p(xxx|qn)〉L2

ψmn=〈N(xxx|µµµm,ΣΣΣm),N(xxx|µµµn,ΣΣΣn)〉L2

ψmn=(2π)(1−2ρ)D/2
ρ
−D/2

∣∣∣ΣΣΣ†
∣∣∣1/2
|ΣΣΣm|−ρ/2 |ΣΣΣn|−ρ/2 (2)

×exp
(

ρ

2

(
µµµ>mΣΣΣ

−1
m µµµm +µµµ>n ΣΣΣ

−1
n µµµn−µµµ†>

ΣΣΣ
†µµµ†
))

ΣΣΣ
†=
(
ΣΣΣ
−1
m +ΣΣΣ

−1
n
)−1

µµµ†=ΣΣΣ
−1
m µµµm +ΣΣΣ

−1
n µµµn

where ΣΣΣ
† stands for the pseudo-inverse of ΣΣΣ, µµµn and ΣΣΣn

correspond the mean and covariance of the n-th Gaussian pdf,
respectively.

Algorithm 1 Probability Product Kernel for HMM with Gaus-
sian emissions
Input: HMM parameters πππi,AAAi,µµµi

m,ΣΣΣ
i
m,πππ

j,AAA j,µµµ j
n,ΣΣΣ

j
n and PPK

parameter T
Output: PPK approximation ki j ≈ κ(XXX i,XXX j) between time
series XXX i and XXX j

ϕ0
mn=

(
πi

mπ
j
n

)1/2
∀n,m∈{1, . . . ,M}

for t = 1 . . .T do
ϕt

mn=
M
∑

m′=1

M
∑

n′=1
ψm′n′

(
ai

mm′a
j
nn′

)1/2
ϕ

t−1
m′n′ ∀n,m∈{1, . . . ,M}

ki j=
M
∑

m=1

M
∑

n=1
ψmnϕT

mn

Applying PPK at all HMMs pairs in X yields a symmetric
definite positive kernel matrix KKKX(M,T )∈RN×N with elements
ki j(M,T ). Note that the similarity measure between time
series through their describing HMMs depends on two free
parameters, namely, the number of discrete hidden states M
considered to learn the HMM, and the sequence length T up
to which the models are compared.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. Dataset and preprocessing

To evaluate the proposed time series classification method-
ology, we consider a dataset of electroencephalography (EEG)
recordings from 67 children labeled as either healthy control
or attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) patient.
EEG signals were recorded using the Reward Stop-Signal Task
(RSST) paradigm, where participants must press a key each
time they face a frequent stimulus called Go, unless a rare
stimulus called Stop appears after the Go. Each time the Go
is presented defines a trial. Participants executed the paradigm
during four blocks of four minutes and about 300 trials each,
receiving a reward if they successfully inhibit from pressing the
key. The paradigm includes a Smiley sticker, a Low amount of
candies, and a High amount of candies rewards. If the reward
decreases from block to block, the participant belongs to the
decreasing condition group (DC). On the contrary, participants
belong to increasing condition group (IC) when the paradigm
starts with a Low and ends with a High reward. Only trials
where the subjects pressed a key despite the Stop stimulus
(failed inhibitions) compose the time series dataset, due to
such cognitive response has been identified as a biomarker
of neurological disorders [18], [19]. Table I summarizes the
number of subjects per class and condition, along with the
number of failed inhibitions of each subject at each reward.

Condition Class N Smiley Low High

Decreasing Control 17 32.4±11.3 29.8±7.6 62.8±17.6
ADHD 13 31.4±9.1 40.4±13.1 77.4±25.7

Increasing Control 20 34.2±11.4 75.1±18.5 33.7±12.0
ADHD 17 35.8±15.3 72.5±29.3 33.4±13.8

TABLE I: Number of subjects and average number of failed
inhibitions in the dataset.
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Regarding the time series details, EEG signals were
recorded at 250 Hz and 32 channels distributed over the scalp,
registering activity over the medial frontal [20], left frontal
[19], ventromedial orbitofrontal, and prefrontal cortices known
to evoke event-related negative (ERN) waves [21]. Firstly,
each trial is trimmed 200 ms before and 800 ms after the Go
stimulus, producing sequences of Ti=250 time instants. Then,
we centered and normalized each channel regarding its mean
and standard deviation on the pre-Go period as in Equation (3),
where EEEre f {·} is the averaging operator over the time before
the Go.

x̂xxit =
xxxit −EEEre f {xxxit}√

EEEre f

{
(xxxit −EEEre f {xxxit})2

} (3)

B. HMM training

Since the RSST paradigm considers Smiley, Low, and
High rewards, we train a single HMM for each of them,
yielding three models per subject. In order to avoid overfitting,
Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm learns HMM pa-
rameters using 70% of the failed inhibitions, and the remaining
30% stops the training. Figure 1, exemplifying the EM learn-
ing, evidences that the log-likelihood monotonically increases
for the training EEG. On the contrary, the test data curve
reaches a maximum at a few iterations, from which the model
overfits the training data. Therefore, the hold-out appearance
in HMM training not only guarantees the generalization of
subject data but also reduces the number of EM iterations.
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Figure 1: Log-likelihood along the EM iterations in the HMM
training process for a control subject at High reward and M=3
states.

C. Parameter tuning and Classification

Given the set of trained HMMs, a support vector machine
(SVM) fed by the probability product kernel carries out the
classification of subjects into control or ADHD. Taking into
account that the proposed methodology depends on the number
of states, the sequence length, and the SVM box constraint, we
tune such parameters using a 5-fold cross-validated grid search
within M∈{3, . . . ,10}, T∈{2, · · · ,10}, and C∈{10−3, · · · ,102}.
Figure 2 illustrates the attained classification accuracy av-
eraged over the five test sets along the M − T grid at the
optimal box constraint for each reward and condition. For
the parameter tuning, the proposed approach achieves the best
performance at M=6,T=2, and High with 90.0% accuracy,
and at M=3,T=2, and Low with 71.0% for DC and IC
children, respectively. Note that for both conditions, the larger

the sequence length, the worse the accuracy because all the
kernel values decrease, difficulting the classifier training. On
the other hand, increasing the number of states reduces the
accuracy at IC, while reaching a maximum performance at
DC. Hence, gaining HMM complexity benefits the decreasing
condition and hampers the increasing one.
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Figure 2: PPK classification accuracy for each evaluated
parameter set at decreasing (top) and increasing (bottom)
conditions. Accuracy is averaged over five test folds. Left to
right: Smiley, Low, and High rewards.

IV. RESULTS

Since the proposed methodology matches the time series in
terms of their HMM, we compare against the classical HMM-
based classification scenario, where a single HMM models
each class and reward [10]. Then, an SVM classifies a target
subject using as features the log-likelihoods (LL) of the subject
trials given the HMM of their corresponding reward. We note
that SVM parameters for LL were trained in the same PPK
training scheme, using a Gaussian kernel.

Table II summarizes the average accuracy with standard
deviation attained by PPK and LL for considered condi-
tions and rewards. Results evidence that the PPK approach
outperforms LL at all rewards and conditions. Further, the
more significant accuracies on DC than on IC prove that
such a condition is more adequated for supported diagnosis
purposes. Regarding the reward-condition pair, High at DC
attains the best performance with a suitable standard deviation,
which agrees with the RSST paradigm designed to highlight
differences between ADHD and controls. As a result, the
introduced PPK enhances the supported diagnosis of ADHD
by assessing the similarity between the electrical activity of
subjects.

For the sake of visualizing the separability between ADHD
and control subjects, we applied Kernel Principal Component
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Reward
Condition Approach Smiley Low High

DC LL 73.3 ± 9 68.0 ± 7 64.4 ± 11
PPK 87.0 ± 13 87.0 ± 7 90.0 ± 8

IC LL 68.1 ± 17 62.8 ± 21 67.8 ± 20
PPK 68.0 ± 12 71.0 ± 8 65.0 ± 8

TABLE II: Classification results for PPK and LL per condi-
tions and rewards.

Analysis (KPCA) on the kernel matrix resulting from PPK.
Figure 3 illustrates the data projected over the first two KPCA
basis with the optimal parameters at the best performing
reward for each condition. Data distribution proves that classes
are more cluttered in IC than in DC so that PPK better defines a
boundary between both classes in the latter condition. There-
fore, PPK estimates similarities allowing gathering subjects
according to their given diagnosis.
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Figure 3: KPCA-based dataset projection for both conditions
at the optimal parameters.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper proposes an ADHD supported-diagnosis
methodology from EEG recording. The proposed methodology
assesses the similarity between EEG signals using the PPK
between their corresponding HMMs. Thanks to the HMM
factorization, PPK can be approximated in a closed form
for a given sequence length and number of hidden states.
Therefore, the resulting kernel can feed classifiers based on
inner-products, such as a support vector machine.

To test the methodology, we consider EEG signals recorded
under the RSST paradigm at three reward levels and two
ways to present rewards, termed conditions, yielding six EEG
subsets. Since PPK depends on the number of states and
sequence length, a cross-validation scheme searches for the
highest accuracy in a parameter grid. Tuning results in Figure 2
shows that performance decreases as the sequences become
longer. Further, either a few or a large number of states
hinders the differences among subjects, so that there exist
an intermediate M unraveling class differences. Consequently,
optimal PPK parameters result in a complex enough measure
enhancing the classification performance.

In order to compare the proposal, we consider class-wise
and reward-wise LL as conventional features based on HMM
for discriminating classes. Comparison results in Table II
show that PPK outperforms LL at the decreasing condition
while behaving similarly at the increasing one. Besides, since
PPK deviations are shorter than LL, the proposed approach
yields a more confident classification performance. Those
attained accuracies agree with the resulting subject distribution
illustrated in the KPCA projection (Figure 3), where an SVM
can design a straightforward boundary in the DC subjects.
Therefore, PPK develops a similarity measure that identifies
the class differences supporting the ADHD diagnosis.

Regarding the RSST paradigm, we only considered failed
inhibitions trials relying on the executive dysfunction and
the deregulation of the inhibitory functions due to ADHD.
From attained accuracies, we identified High as the best
reward for DC condition, agreeing with the motivational
changes associated with the attention deficit [22]. Finally,
the decreasing condition generally improves the diagnosis in
comparison with increasing one. Such a fact can be related
to a more efficient inhibition modulation when starting with
higher valued rewards, which has been previously reported for
rewarded paradigms [23].

As a future work, we will develop a cost function mea-
suring the agreement between the probability product kernel
and objective labels, so that the number of states and sequence
length can be optimized in a scheme more efficient than a grid
search. Additionally, we plan to evaluate the performance of
the generalized PPK metric that introduces a power constant
allowing to weight events according its occurrence probability.
Lastly, we aim at introducing spectral information by decom-
posing the signal into brain rhythms so that the methodology
automatically identifies the most relevant ones for the task at
hand.
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